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Subject: State of play of the implementation of the EU Digital COVID Certificate regulations

On 1 July 2021, the EU Digital COVID Certificate regulations enter into force. Some Member States 
have already started using the EU certificate in June, while others indicated they require more time for 
implementation. Parliament has insisted on a smooth rollout and a coordinated European approach 
on travel measures that enables people in Europe to enjoy their right to free movement again. The EU 
certificate will contribute to facilitating the gradual lifting of restrictions on free movement, and Member 
States will refrain from imposing additional restrictions, such as quarantine, self-isolation and extra 
testing, unless they are necessary and proportionate for safeguarding public health. Council 
Recommendation (EU) 2021/961 of 14 June 2021 amending Recommendation (EU) 2020/1475 
harmonises coordinated travel measures in line with the interinstitutional agreement on the EU 
certificate, and enables holders of an EU vaccination, proof of recovery or test certificate to travel 
freely through the European Union. To ensure interchangeability of the different types of certificates 
and provide a true alternative to vaccination certificates (as vaccination is free), especially for those 
who are not yet vaccinated, the Commission is mobilising EUR 100 million (from the Emergency 
Support Instrument – ESI) for the purchase of COVID-19 tests that qualify for the EU test certificate. If 
necessary, additional funding of more than EUR 100 million could be mobilised, subject to approval 
by budgetary authorities. After the first week of implementation, and before the summer holidays start, 
Parliament wishes to obtain an update on the current state of play to ensure that travellers can enjoy 
freedom of movement without discrimination, and avoid a fragmented landscape of travel restrictions 
in the EU this summer.

1. What is the current state of play of the rollout of the EU certificate in the EU, especially in terms 
of both the issuing as well as the verification of the different types of certificates? Which Member 
States are not ready, and what is causing the delay? Are there Member States that will not be 
ready within the six week phasing-in period? How is the Commission assisting the Member 
States that are experiencing difficulties with implementation?

2. Member States shall not impose restrictions on holders of the EU certificate, unless necessary 
for public health reasons in line with Council Recommendation 2021/961. Could the Commission 
indicate whether, and where, there are additional travel measures in place in the EU for holders 
of the EU certificate, or where they are expected? If so, are they in line with the EU certificate 
regulations and Council Recommendation 2021/961? How does the Commission monitor this?

3. Could the Commission provide an overview of the use of the EUR 100 million? How many 
additional free tests can be offered with this amount, and what is the break down by Member 
State? What is the remaining gap between supply and demand for free testing? Is the 
Commission working on a proposal for additional funding for the purchase of tests, as requested 
by Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs on 9 June 2021?
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